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THE MAGIC OF
ULTRAVIOLET
The world’s ﬁrst multi-sensory
restaurant opens in Shanghai

UltraViolet
ڦห๘হ
ඇ൰ڼᅃॆߌ࠳֕ཐǈᆅଶ֕ᆃহ
ڦႎୁח
Text by Temmi Sun / Photos by Scott Wright
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Clockwise from left: Even the
UltraViolet bathroom is cool; Truffle
Burnt Soup Bread; 360-degree
room projections; Mandarine
Mandarine; Lobster Essential.
Opposite: Chef Paul Pairet

UltraVioletǈኻདڟኄ߲ఁጴǈసዐनޝ၄ᆲස
ࣙೌٷגڦ၄ํׇৠăঢ়ࡗᇈ15ࠓڦາĂෙ
ࣄऺڦǈᆯۥॖ؞ٷPaul PairetዷڦUltraVioletዕ
ᇀิڐăኄᅃक़टਏหഘዊظڦᅪ֕ཐǈणெ
๋ᇑ߳ዖߌ࠳रᇀᅃ༹ă֕ཐኻሞ߲ᆐᄽන༵
ࠃྟ֕ǈྟኻװ၄22ڢമ࿐֓ǈኻྺๆ࿋ࠥਜ਼
༵ࠃޜခǈഄຳႠᇑ߲Ⴀࣅၙܸኪăᆶࠥਜ਼

UltraViolet้ਗ਼փሞ
ۙߌేۯਥǈڦ֓ڢ
ଋ၎ࣷۼӵໜጣظᅪׇ
ৠǈኄၵۼՂႷዺ
ߛڦर֍ڥᅜํ
၄ǈڍׇৠࡥాڦඐ
ᅪሐศࢩܸࡹփ؏ၡ

Ⴗሞᆩ֕ྟړሞኸۨࢇࣹۅںǈጆٷڦײәࣷټଶ

ႜǈߌڦڥਥփᅃᄣڦăසࡕ
ే႐൧ሧߞǈምெࡻ๋ڦᄺࣷՎڥ
࿆ăᅺُPairetᅃණྺدཥ֕ཐᆶ߀
ڦक़ǈժණྺدཥ֕ཐ݆ፁࠥਜ਼
ڦႴ൱ǈڦॆٷጀᅪ૰ᄺྫྫԥዜྷ߅ڦ
ඡᅺᆖၚǈܸփీᅃ႐ᅃᅪںၛெ
๋ăๆܠമǈPairet৽ሞәਸظକॆ
བྷ๕ޜခᆩ֕ݛ๕ǈْথځ1012ఁࠥ

்ࡗحฉ࡛ፌᆶሓ࿆ڦ൶ٳڟణںڦă֕ཐጲٗৃሆਸቧ

ਜ਼ǈժᅙঢ়ਸ๔ํᄓႠں๑ᆩำᅼࢅ࠼၍ۙኝᆩ֕࣍ৣǈྺ

ᅜઠǈဌᆅକᄽాට๗ࢅெ๋Һࡻኁڦट࠲ٷጀǈཚᄲځڪຕሆ

்ټઠ၎ཞڦĂፌၙڦᆩ༹֕ᄓăܸኄኟକਜ਼ටႴᄲཞ้ٳڸ

֍ీᅃ܃ڦኈ௬ణă࠶࠲ᇀUltraVioletڦᅃൎۼසُኮหǈ

UltraVioletڦᇱᅺǈኄժுᆶԈࡤඪࢆหڦᅪ࿆ǈܸPairetႴᄲԍ

ڍᆶᅃేۅփႴࣉᅑǈఫ৽ॽྺేތ၅ᅃׇፌெ௴ڦĂඇݛ

ኤᆶਜ਼ටڦᆩ༹֕ᄓཞօڦă

࿋ฺڦᄑă

UltraViolet้ਗ਼փሞۙ߳ڦేۯዖߌਥǈڦ֓ڢଋ၎ۼӵໜጣᇑ

Paul Pairetኄᅃ࿀ڦٷ၄ᅙྺׯକඇ๘হெ๋ॆ႐ᇼڇฉփఌඁ

ኮ၎࣪ᆙظڦᅪׇৠăኄၵۼՂႷዺߛڦर֍ڥᅜํ၄ǈ

ڦᅃԴǈܠටྺକᅃഄዐӎ௴ܸጆோമྫฉ࡛ǈሞփ৳ॽڦઠǈ

ڍׇৠࡥాڦඐᅪሐศࢩܸࡹփ؏ၡǈኄၵথਏၡࢅೌڦำ

ՂۨࣷḴวฉ࡛Ղᆴኮتăዷ؞Pairetփڼᅃْၠࠥਜ਼ቛ၄ഄߛג

ᅼᅜӻዺే߸ࡻں֓ă૩සǈᇉ؇༔ഄํࢅᇉ؇ࡹ࠲

؞ڦᅝǈሼঢ়ᅺሞᷨ٨36֕ཐඪዷܸ؞࿕ఁǈᆼᅺMr & Mrs Bundྺׯ

ဣǈܸ༦ࢅဇࢤ๙ፔڦׯང༔ăړኄ֓ڢӦሞే௬മ้ǈేࣷ࿕

ฉ࡛༆ፌۥॖ؞ٷኮᅃǈۼ்ີݹᅃୟጕໜǈਨփݣചඪࢆൕ

ڟഘዐጣ༦ڦၑഘǈኝ߲֕ཐՎׯକࢤٷڦዐࡔޅǈ഻ฉٶഐ

ፕڦெ๋ڦऐࣷăܸႎظ૬ڦඇ൰ڼᅃ߲ߌ࠳֕ཐUltraViolet

କڨࢤٷେߛߛࠬڦཨᆖǈጞฉሶዐࡔୄڦ༮ǈᅃ൸Ėངė࣮

ምْྺތॆٷ၅܀ᅃ༹ܾ֕৽ڦᄓăዂ

ږሞഘዐăሞኝ߲ᆩ֕ࡗײዐǈే

૰ᇀമ࿐ଙ؞ڦ߲߲ۼெ๋হڦਸ

ඇփਥڥഘዐڦၑ࿆ࢅ࣍ජሞܺ

ྊኁǈ்߳ܔዖدཥ֓ڦፕۼേຄ

Չڦᅼૂٶඡକేၛெ๋ૂڦǈ

ᇀ႐ǈඐփౄᇀدཥڦಭᜧ݆ݛă்

ኻࣷ߸घ݀ే࠳ߌ߲߳ڦǈඟేඇว

ᐱڦ֓ڢ๕ۼԈࡤጣᅃ߲ႎ݆ၙڦǈ

႐ںཨڟெ๋ኮ୫ă

ᅃ߲ႎ߁ڦǈᅃዖႎڦ੨࿆ă்৽ၟ
ၙ݆ႎᆗڦፕॆࢅᅼૂॆǈ้փ้ྺں
ټॆٷઠဠǗ்ᆼၟາྼᤅڦ
ბॆǈᅃْڦಭᜧۼࠓᇑዘॺํڦ
ᄓǈኻྺװฉፌྜெ࿆ڦਥ༹ᄓǗཞ้
்ᆼၟఋຍǈՊኯጣᅃೌৣǈඟే
ᆶߌ࠳ڟڥీۼ؊ڦݴၛă

ዃวᇀUltraVioletǈేࣷಙਸᅃൎǈሞ
ኄெ့๋ৣዐ൧ᡝᆴăኄྺేތ
၅ڦ๋ڢۼփৈৈࠃేགԏ܇
ጱڦ؊खܸᅙǈ߸ᅃॲॲԏࡤظ
ᅪĂาཪጣࣱڦᅝຍăኄྺٷ
ॆถबڢUltraViolet֓ڦǈࠃేᅃ
ྺ܃ă

Pairetॕ႑ට࿆ڦਥࣷڟዜྷ࣍ৣࢅ൧ߌ
ᅺڦᆖၚǈཞᅃ๋ݣሞփཞৣ࣍ڦ
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UltraViolet: the very name
conjures sci-fi thoughts. This
brand new restaurant project
by French chef Paul Pairet took
15 years to develop and three
years to build from concept
to reality. Opened in May, the
experimental project is now on
the wish list of foodies around
the world – some are making
the trip to Shanghai purely for
this unique gourmet experience.
Avant garde cuisine is not a
new concept, but Chef Pairet
– already a recognised name
in progressive cuisine – is the
first chef in the world to open a
restaurant totally engaged in it.
The restaurant has a single table
for just 10 diners. It provides
a 22-course set menu and all
guests start and end their dining
experience at the same time.

believes human beings’ taste is
influenced by emotional factors.
The same food may taste different
when it is taken to another
environment or influenced by
your emotions. All that you can
sense alters your taste.
These thoughts led him to
rethink the traditional restaurant
environment, where the dining
experience cannot be adjusted
to suit each dish and people are
constantly distracted from their
food. He first experimented with
synchronized dinners more than
a decade ago in Paris. He created
a home-style dinner for 12 guests,
playing with sound and lighting
as well as the food courses.
Chef Pairet found that the
synchronisation of the meal made
it possible for him to deliver a more
impressive experience. Of course,
this is more difficult to coordinate
at a restaurant where diners may
arrive at different times. At UltraViolet,
he decided to have diners meet
at a separate location and travel
together. This allows Chef Pairet
to synchronise the entire dining
experience to perfection.

Adding to the intrigue of
UltraViolet, you can only make
reservations on its official
website and it has been mostly
booked out since opening in
May. For those that are lucky
Every course is accompanied by a scenario created
enough to score a seat, there
with high-tech help. Each scenario is designed to
is no address on the website
be directly related to the food in a way that helps
– instead, guests gather at
you understand the food better because it may not
The 22-course dinner is
Mr & Mrs Bund, Pairet’s other
appear in its original shape or taste
perfected by what you can see,
Shanghai restaurant, and are
hear, smell and touch, as well as
transferred to UltraViolet by bus. It might all sound rather mysterious,
taste. Every course is accompanied by a scenario created with highbut rest assured a stunning dining experience awaits. All you need
tech help. Each scenario is designed to be directly related to the
do is sit back and take it all in.
food in a way that helps you understand the food better because it
may not appear in its original shape or taste. Take No Shark Fin Soup
It is not the first time Chef Pairet has dabbled with avant garde
for example. It is a sweet soup made of tomato and peach. When it
gourmet. His followers had their first taste of it when he was the
is served, you smell the refreshing scent of peach. The 360-degree
Executive Chef at Jade on 36 in Pudong Shangri-La hotel. He went
projections show red lanterns and the accompanying music is one
on to open his own French brasserie, Mr & Mrs Bund. However,
of the most popular jingles in China. The images, smell and sound
UltraViolet is quite different.
are not to distract you from the food but to trigger all your senses to
Chefs of avant garde cuisine are masters of traditional cuisine and
enjoy the food.
not confined by culinary traditions. They are dedicated to creating
experiences never tried before. Like innovative writers and musicians Throughout the entire UltraViolet meal, you can hardly think of anything
except the dining experience itself. Food here is not something to keep
they take you to new realms of thought; like scientists they
deconstruct and reconstruct processes seeking new ways to interact you alive but an art to appreciate with all your soul.
with food; and like magicians they weave experiences of wonder.
Chef Pairet’s newest approach is to offer a multi-sensory dining
experience. All your senses are supposed to enjoy the art of food. He
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Hibernatus Gummies – cola rocks
ᆃǖᅈሊGummy
ਥǖಞڦۯၞೄ༛
དਥǖגपஒૢᆴဥದૂ

Beverage: Evian-Gummies
Visual: The Race of Gummies
Music: Mario Nintendo game

The 22-course dinner is perfected by what you can see,
hear, smell and touch, as well as taste

Foie Gras Can’t Quit – red fruit-cabbage ash
ᆃǖდ૧৶
ਥǖฏڦၑჶ
དਥǖĖဇևྫ๚ėڦዷ༶൸

Beverage: Sherry
Visual: A self-consuming cigarette
Music: Theme music from Once Upon a Time in the
West by Ennio Morricone

Ostie – apple-wasabi
ਥǖߣ༬๕ঞ༗ዐڦዲ࠼
དਥǖAC/DCڦĖںᇢዓำė
࿆ਥǖMane۩ঞ༗ၑ

Visual: Candle light of a Gothic church
Music: ‘Hell’s Bells’ by AC/DC
Scent: ‘Church’, tailor-made by Mane

ᇨ۩ईጧკ൩کǖ
For reservations, go toǖ
www.uvbypp.cc
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